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rem: LetptXbe

an odd prime with
P=/(mody).

Then P is the sum of

two squares.

rof:
By a theorem from

lastweek

since p
is an odd prime

with p=l(mod4) there

exists -2,where

x
=
=1 in 8.

Then, x
=

- 1(modp).

So,x- (-1) =pK where REX.



ThatisEPK..
Then,(X- i)(x +i) =pk

Thus, p((x - i) (x +i) in Si].

-
imp is not prime in [i]

Why?
Ifi was prime

in RCi],

Since pl(x+i)(X-i) we

world have p((xti) or p((x-i)

But

* =y+



and -

*= -fix(i3
So pX(x+i) and pX(X-i).

Thus, p is not prime in [i]

im

So, p has a divisor zEX(i)

where Iis nota unit

and notan associateof P.

?",-,
-1 -i,-



Thus, p
=zk where ke xSi]

Then, N(p) =N(zk)

isN(p) =p2
So, p=#))
-

non-negative
integers

So, N(z) =1, p, or p

Can N(z)=1?

2 ↑No, because I is nota
unit!

Can N(z) =p2?



IfN(z)
=p2, then Nik1 =1.2

Then K isa unitand k'EX(i)
and his a unit.

multiply P
=zK by k' toget

=kp.
Butthen I would
be an associateofp which

itisn't.

Thus, therefore, ergo, we must
have N(z)

=

P.

Suppose z =xtiy where x, y =2.

Then, x+ y=p and P

is the sum ofsquares



argllary:If peXis an

odd prime with p=/(mod4/
then p is notprime in

the Gaussian integers [[i].

roof:We saw this in the

above proof.

#5 =((mud4)

2.Isi
Letp= Ibe an odd

prime with p =3(mod4)



in

fegersIh
Ex:P =3

p =11

etc

gebraicNumber
ring Theory
R⑱



Erwtime

#
S

⑬ Prove that
19 is nota

divisor of
4u2+4 for any

integer n.

orut: Suppose
itis!

REX.
Then, 4n2+4=

19K where

of19

Then in Ria
we have multides

+5 =

8.So, Fn=TS.

Th5.Ts. :



Since 20 =T and 75=T8

in 29 we getthat

s tile
19

Butin Zig we have

82=0 i
=5 =5

37
T=T ToTer =5 8
I=4

-

=7 IT (-8) 95
5=4 i =()=E=π 114
4T6 T =F
5=5=6 42=6 I3=55 =F 52 =T6 i

E =FG =π is
=

5

8=64 =7
--

I17
5=T



Thereis no ti with

=8. Contradiction.

194(4n+4)
when ne

⑲ Letw,3,ze
[Si].

Prove: Ifw
is a

unit

and Elwy, then zly.

roof:Letw
be a unit

and Elwy.



Then, wy= zk where Rex (i).

Since w is a unit, we

know we [i].

Multiplying by n we get

wy I wizk.

Thus, y
=z(wk).

Since ~,ke x[i] we know- wik2)i]

Thus, Ely- #


